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ABSTRACT

 This paper examines the effect of trade facilitated R&D spillovers

on the productivity of manufacturing firms in India. Though developing

countries are considered as the major beneficiaries of trade facilitated

R&D spillovers, detailed empirical investigations in their context are

lacking. The paper distinguishes R&D spillovers into two types and

examines their effect on productivity. It also considers the intersectoral

variation in productivity effect and the importance of firms' investment

in R&D, imported technology and plant and machinery in enhancing

the effect on productivity. The paper uses firm level panel data and an

improved estimation method. It shows that R&D spillovers have a

significant effect on productivity and there exists intersectoral variation

with greater contribution to productivity in technology intensive

industries. The paper also shows that firms' investment in R&D and plant

and machinery are enhancing the productivity effect of R&D spillovers.

Keywords:  R&D Spillover, trade, manufacturing industry, productivity

JEL Classification: F43, L6, O33.
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1. Introduction

International trade is considered as an important channel of

diffusion of technological knowledge among countries (Grossman and

Helpman 1991 and Keller 2004). As only a handful of rich countries

account for world's creation of new technologies, developing countries

are considered as the major beneficiaries of the trade facilitated

technology spillovers1.  This point has been used to motivate the case

for trade liberalization in developing countries2.  Income convergence

among countries, particularly among trading countries, is the another

possible consequence of trade facilitated technology spillovers3, as

productivity differences account for a larger part of the cross-country

variation in income and technology is the key determinant of

productivity4.  These anticipated benefits of trade facilitated technology

spillovers, however, crucially depends on its strength as well as on

whether it is an inevitable consequence of trade or not. Obviously, these

questions are related to the empirics of technology spillovers and

therefore, one has to look into the empirical investigations. However,

empirical studies examining the contribution of trade facilitated

technology spillovers to productivity in the context of developing

1 For instance, G-7 countries accounted for about 84 percent of the world’s research
and development (R&D) spending in 1995 (Keller, 2004).

2 See Kruger (1998).

3 Ben-David and Loewy (1998) considering the cross-country income convergence
using this idea.

4 See Prescott (1998).
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countries are very rare. Studies in the context of developed countries

include Coe and Helpman (1995), Xu and Wang (1999), Keller (2000),

Funk (2001) and Olarreaga and Schiff (2005). These studies find

significant productivity effect of trade facilitated technology spillovers.

One study examining it in the context of developing countries is Coe

et al. (1997). It shows significant productivity effect of trade facilitated

technology spillovers from 22 developed countries in 77 developing

countries.

All these studies  use country level or industry level data5. It has

been noted in the literature that  use of aggregate level data induces an

upward bias in the estimated coefficient of the spillover variable. To

quote, Keller (2004, p. 778)  "the higher is the level of aggregation the

stronger tends to be the evidence for externality and learning effect".

Therefore, studies using micro level data are suggested to be quite

fruitful6.  They can not only capture the heterogeneity found even in the

narrowly defined industries, but also give detailed insights into the aspects

such as intersectoral differences in the effect on productivity and the

importance of firm's own effort in absorbing technology spillovers. This

paper goes in this direction. It examines the effect of trade facilitated

R&D spillovers on the productivity of manufacturing firms in India. We

distinguish trade related R&D spillovers into two types and examine

their effect on productivity. Further, the paper also considers the

intersectoral variation in the effect on productivity and the importance

of firms' investment in R&D, imported technology and plant and

machinery in enhancing the productivity effect of R&D spillovers.

5 Keller (2000) is the only study using industry level data.

6 Apart from the aggregation problem, studies based on aggregate country level
data also suffer from dubious quality of data. For more on this see Heston (1994)
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The rest of the paper is organised in the remaining four sections.

Section two presents the theoretical literature on trade facilitated R&D

spillovers and third section explains methodology, data and construction

of variables.  The fourth section discusses estimation and results and the

last one concludes the paper.

2. Types of R&D spillovers and the role of trade

R&D spillover means spillover of technological knowledge

generated through firms' investment in R&D. It enhances receiving firm's

productivity7. R&D spillovers can be distinguished into two types: (1)

rent spillovers, and (2) knowledge spillovers (Griliches 1992 and 1979).

Rent spillovers take place through the purchase of capital goods

embodying better technology. By investing in R&D, firms in the capital

goods sector produce machines and equipment of better quality. The

R&D investment in the machine producing sector can increase the

productivity of firms who purchase these better quality machines.

However, this type of spillovers and the subsequent productivity growth

in buyer industries would occur only when the purchase of R&D intensive

goods takes place at a price less than their full  'quality price'.  In other

words, it takes place only when the innovating firms fail to appropriate

the full improvement in the quality of the machine in terms of higher

price8.  It is, therefore, called 'rent spillovers'.

Knowledge spillovers take place when the ideas generated by one

firm are utilised by other firms. The distinctive feature of knowledge

7 For a discussion on the features of technological knowledge, namely non-rival
and non-excludable character, that generate spillovers see Grossman and Helpman
(1991).

8 The extent of rent spillovers depends on the market structure of the machinery
producing industry. If it is a competitive environment, producers may find it
difficult to capture the whole improvement in the quality of the product through
higher price. On the other hand, a perfectly discriminating monopolist may
capture all the improvement in the quality through higher price. For more on
this see Griliches (1979).
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spillovers compared to rent spillovers is that they are not tied to the

purchase of any input whose price undervalues its quality.  Several

channels, such as personal interaction, familiarity with technologically

superior products, information about patents, publication in scientific journals

and participation in conferences, can facilitate knowledge spillovers.

Trade facilitates both types of spillovers among the trading

countries, particularly from the technology leader countries to the

developing countries.  Import of capital goods from the research intensive

countries can transfer the benefits of R&D to the importing countries9.

Trade can facilitate knowledge spillovers by facilitating the interaction

of developing country producers with developed country producers,

buyers and products (Grossman and Helpman 1991).  For instance, import

of final manufactured products from the developed to developing

countries allows the latter country producers to get familiar with

technologically superior products. This familiarity gives them useful

insights and ideas to improve their products. Similarly, exports to

technological leader countries can also facilitate knowledge spillovers.

Exporting gives a chance for the developing country firms to interact

with their foreign buyers and learn about new ways to improve their

product and production process10.  Commercial success of firms

importing foreign products depends on the quality and price of these

products.  Importers in developed countries, therefore, usually inform

foreign producers about new technology or possible alternations to the

product to make it meet the demand in a better way.  Further, to sustain

exports to developed countries, firms have to keep up with the

technological progress taking place in the respective product line in their

9 Eaton and Kortum (2001) points out that high R&D intensive countries are also
the major producers and net exporters of capital equipment in the world;
indicating the possibility of larger gain for the developing countries through
rent spillovers.

10 For instance, the case studies by Eagan and Mody (1992) and Schmitz and
Knorringa (2000) show that foreign purchasers are an important source of
technological information for the developing country producers.
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export markets.  Hence, exporting can have the effect of directing the

producers' global search for knowledge to countries to which they export.

It is postulated that the extent of knowledge spillovers through trade

between any two countries is an increasing function of the intensity of

their commercial interaction, which in turn increases with the volume of

their bilateral trade. Grossman and Helpman (1991, p.166-7) brings out

this clearly.

It is plausible to suppose that foreign contribution to the
local knowledge stock increases with the number of
commercial interactions between domestic and foreign
agents.  That is, we may assume that international trade in
tangible commodities facilitates the exchange of intangible
ideas…It seems reasonable to assume therefore that the
extent of the spillovers between any two countries increase

with the volume of their bilateral trade.

It has, however, been noted in the literature that R&D spillover is

not a passive process, it is an active process in the sense that deliberate

efforts on the part of the firm are necessary for its efficient absorption

(Keller 2004).  This is because of the tacitness and sophisticated nature

of knowledge and therefore, its assimilation requires certain capabilities

on the part of the firm. The firm can achieve these capabilities through

investment in R&D and plant and machinery and employment of skilled

labours (Cohen and Levinthal 1989).  A related aspect is the intersectoral

variation in the productivity effect of spillovers, particularly between

technology intensive and low technology sectors. It is difficult to say a

priori whether productivity effect is higher in technology intensive

industries or not.  It depends upon the relative importance of complexity

of knowledge and the opportunities for learning in these industries. It is

possible that productivity effect can be lower due to the tacitness and

sophistication of knowledge in technology intensive industries. On the

other hand, because of the greater opportunities for learning  existing in

these industries the effect on productivity can be higher.
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3 R&D Spillovers and Productivity: Methodology

This study uses production function approach, which is widely

used to assess the contribution of R&D and other technological

investments to productivity.  A firm is assumed to produce output Q

using a bundle of traditional inputs X, such as capital and labour, subject

to the state of technology T. Improvement in the state of technology

increases the productivity of traditional factors of production.

Manufacturing firms in India can improve their level of technology

through R&D investment, purchase of capital goods embodying better

technology from foreign and domestic sources, absorption of trade

facilitated knowledge spillovers and import of disembodied technology

through licensing.  The import of disembodied technology involves

purchase of designs, blue prints and technical assistance by paying

lumpsum amount or royalty.

One of our objectives is to examine the productivity effect of rent

spillovers through machinery import. Given the available data, it is not

possible to measure the technological content of imported machinery.

Therefore, the study adopts an indirect approach to draw inference on

the existence of rent spillovers. It is assumed that recently purchased

machinery contains more technology per unit of money invested than

old ones. If this is valid, the share of capital stock made up of recent

investment in plant and machinery in the total capital stock will have

significant positive effect on productivity11.  On this basis, shares of two

types of capital stock made up recent investment in plant and machinery

have been included in the production function as arguments. The first

11 If firms maximise profit, producers would allocate investment between various
types of capital goods such that ex ante rates of return are equal.  In such a
situation, there is no reason to expect that the composition of capital stock will
have an effect on productivity.  On the other hand, if, ex post, marginal product
of new capital stock (or imported) is larger than that of old  (or domestic), the
share of new capital stock (or imported) will have a positive effect on productivity
(Brendt and Morrison 1995).
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type consists of capital goods purchased from domestic sources and the

second is constructed from imported machinery12.  This specification

also allows us to test whether imported machinery has greater effect on

productivity compared to that of the machinery purchased from domestic

sources.

The production function, which is of Cobb-Douglas form, with

technology variables13  for the ith  firm in year t is:

(1)

where q denotes log of output, c is log of fixed capital stock, l is log of

labour hours, m is log of raw materials, e is log of energy, sdcg is log

share of recent investments in capital goods purchased from domestic

sources in the total capital stock, sicg is the log share of recently imported

capital goods in the total capital stock, pk is the log of disembodied

technology import stock, sk is the log of trade related knowledge spillover

stock, and ε is the error term.

Data

The basic database of the study is the firm level panel data of 19

industries in International Standard Industrial Classification revision 2

(ISIC rev.2) for the period 1988-89 to 2000-2001, obtained from the

Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy's (CMIE) electronic database

12 Though we are concerned with R&D spillovers through imported machinery, it
should be noted that this approach would capture all the quality improvement in
the new capital goods (compared to that of old capital goods) that is not
appropriated by the machinery producer through higher price, irrespective of
the source of improvement in quality.

13 Since some technology variables can take zero value, 1 has been added to them
as in Raut (1995) and Hasan (2002) to avoid the problem of having to take log
of zero values.

0it c it l it m it e it sdcg it sicg it pk it

k it sk it it

q b b c b l b m b e b sdcg b sicg b pk

b k b sk ε
= + + + + + + + +

+ +
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PROWESS.  After removing observations having zero values for output,

wages and salaries, capital stock, raw materials and energy as well as

observations not having continuous time series (which is necessary to

construct stock variables), the sample consists of 17760 observations on

2101 firms14.   The firm level dataset provides information on a number

of variables, including expenditure on R&D and import of capital goods

and disembodied technology.

Other data sets we use include: (1) industry level R&D expenditure

of fifteen OECD countries for the period 1978 to 2000, obtained from

the Analytical Business Enterprise Research and Development Database

(ANBERD) of OECD; (2) industry level information from Annual Survey

of Industries (ASI) of India, and (3) data on bilateral trade of India in

manufactures with fifteen developed OECD countries, obtained from

Trade and Production database of the World Bank15.  For the list of

industry covered by the study, Table 1 may be referred to, which also

provides classification of industries into two sectors that will be discussed

later16. We take fifteen OECD countries as the source of trade related

knowledge spillovers into Indian manufacturing industry17. These

countries account for around 50 per cent of trade in manufactures of

India during the period of study.

Construction of variables

All the variables in the production function are in 1993-94 prices, obtained

by deflating values reported in current prices using appropriate price

14 Since it is not mandatory for the firms to report to the data collecting agency,
entry or exit of firms from the data set do not indicate firms’ actual entry into or
exit from production.

15 More details on this database can be seen in Nicita and Olarreaga (2001).

16 R&D statistics of OECD countries are given in the ISIC rev 2 classification and
we reclassified all other date sets into this classification.

17 These countries are: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom
and United States.
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indices collected from "Index Numbers of Wholesale Prices in India,

base 1993-94 = 100" published by the Economic Adviser Ministry of

Commerce and Industry, Government of India.  The specific details on

the construction of each variable are given below18.

Output (Q):   The output series are obtained by deflating reported nominal

value of output.  We have used more disaggregated level industry price

indices (than that reported in Table 1), for deflation in order to mitigate

discrepancy between firm level price deflator and industry level price

deflator19 .

Raw materials (M): It is obtained by deflating the reported cost of raw

materials consumed using raw material price indices.  Raw material price

index for each industry (this also at more disaggregated level) are

constructed using weights obtained from Input-Output Transaction Table

of India for 1993-94, published by the Central Statistical Organisation

(CSO) and appropriate price indices are collected from Index Numbers

of Wholesale Prices in India, base 1993-94 =100.

Capital (C): The database reports Gross Fixed Asset (GFA) of the firm

in historical cost.  Capital stock is constructed using perpetual inventory

method by taking 1995-96 as the benchmark year.  For this, we have

converted the reported GFA of 1995-96 into replacement cost on the

basis of a revaluation factor computed using the procedures given in

Srivastava (1996)20.   We use gross fixed asset rather than the net fixed

18 In this paper variables in log form are denoted by their name in lower case
letters.

19 This deflation procedure is more appropriate in perfectly competitive market
situations, where the law of one price exists and hence all firms face same price.
In the present context, there is always a discrepancy between the firm level
price deflator and industry level price deflator.  Since we do not have data on
firm level price deflator, we are not in a position to address this issue.

20 Parameswaran (2002) also reports the algebraic expression used to compute the
revaluation factor.
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asset, as the construction of net fixed asset needs information on the

economic rate of depreciation of assets, which is not available for the

Indian manufacturing industry21.

Labour (L): Labour input is measured in terms of labour hours.  It is

constructed by dividing the reported total wage bill of the firm by the

average wage per hour obtained from the corresponding industry of ASI

(this is also done at a more disaggregated level). If the variation in the

wage bill across firms also reflects the variation in the quality of labour

they employ, our measure would also capture the quality aspect of labour

input.

Energy (E) :  It is constructed by deflating the reported energy cost by

an energy price index constructed using weights obtained from the Input-

Output Transaction Table of India for 1993-94 and appropriate price

indices.

R&D Capital Stock (K):  The stock of technological knowledge generated

through R&D investment is approximated by the R&D capital stock22.

It is constructed from the R&D investment flows using perpetual

inventory method, assuming that R&D investment affects productivity

with a lag of one year. R&D capital stock of ith firm in year t can be

written as follows.

Kit = (1-δ)Kit-1 + RDit-1

where RD is the real R&D expenditure in the year t-1 and δ is the

rate of depreciation of technological knowledge, assumed to be 15

21 In this context it is worth citing Dennison (1967), who argues that correct measure
of capital stock falls somewhere between gross and net and therefore advocates
for the use of weighted average of the two with higher weight for the gross asset
as the true value is expected to be closer to it.

22 Measurement of the knowledge stock generated through R&D investment is
quite difficult and involves many conceptual and measurement issues, for more
details see Griliches (1979).
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percent23.  The real R&D expenditure is obtained from the reported

nominal expenditure using an R&D deflator, which is a weighted average

of the capital and wage deflators in the manufacturing industry.  The

weights are the average shares of current and capital expenditure in the

total R&D expenditure24.  Implementation of the perpetual inventory

method needs information on the initial year value of Kit for each firm.

Since we do not have information on firms' pre sample years' R&D

investment, this has been approximated in the following way.  In the

case of firms not reporting any R&D expenditure in the first three years

of their time series, we have assumed that they did not have any R&D

investment during the pre sample years.  This is based on the presumption

that when a firm is not reporting any R&D expenditure consecutively

for three years the probability of it having previous R&D investment is

very low.

Construction of the initial year R&D stock of firms that report

R&D expenditure during the first three years of their time series requires

information on the number of pre sample years of R&D investment and

its growth rate.  If the number of pre sample years of R&D investment is

s, the rate of depreciation is δ and the growth rate of pre sample R&D

investment is g, the initial year R&D stock Kit can be expressed as follows,

a
s

a
tit g

RDK ∑
=

− 





+
−=

0
1 )1(

)1( δ

The above method is used to compute the initial year R&D capital

stock by approximating g by the growth rate of real R&D expenditure

23 One year lag in the effect of R&D and 15 per cent depreciation rate are taken on
the basis of the previous studies in the context of India (see Raut 1995, Basant
and Fikkert 1996 and Hasan 2002).

24 Here it is assumed that R&D current expenditure mainly includes wage bill of
the R&D employees and capital expenditure includes the purchase of equipment
required by the R&D unit. The database reports the current and capital
expenditure on R&D separately.
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per R&D unit during the period 1985-86 to 1996-97 and RDt-1 by the

average R&D expenditure of the firm during the first three years.  We

take an average, because it is expected to give a better estimate of the

R&D expenditure pattern of the firm25.  The number of pre sample years

of R&D investment is assumed to be five.

Disembodied Technology Import Stock (PK): The disembodied

technology import stock (PK) is constructed from the flows of technology

payments using perpetual inventory method and assuming one year lag

in its effect on productivity, as shown below.

PKit = (1-δ)PKit-1 + Pit-1

Where Pit is the real expenditure on disembodied technology

import.  Following the previous studies in the context of India, it is

assumed that rate of depreciation δ is 15 percent.  Since USA is the

largest seller of technology to India, the real expenditure is obtained by

deflating the nominal expenditure using US R&D deflator after making

adjustment for the change in rupee-dollar exchange rate.  The major

problem here also is to arrive at the initial year stock of the firm.  Here,

we follow the procedure adopted in Basant and Fikkert (1996).  This

involves two basic steps.  First, identification of the years in which the

firm entered into a licensing agreement with a foreign firm during the

period starting from 1982-83 onwards26.  For this we used the publication

Foreign Collaborations in India, published by the Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research, India. In the second step, using sample

information, an industry level average of the ratio of technology

expenditure to sales was estimated for the initial year of the firm that

imported technology in the past.  These ratios were then multiplied by

the firm's initial year sales to get an estimate of per year technology

25 Hasan (2002) also uses a similar procedure to compute initial year R&D stock.

26 We have considered the past foreign technology collaborations of firms from
1982-83 onwards to reduce the enormous amount of work involved due to the
large number of firms in our sample.
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flows, assuming that technology flows from a collaboration agreement

last for four years, as revealed in Kapur (1989, cited in Basant and Fikkert

1996).  These payments are then deflated and depreciated to obtain

technology import stock of the initial year.

Stock of recent investment in imported capital goods (SRICG):  The

reported expenditure on capital goods import is deflated using the unit

value index of the imported capital goods with base 1993-94 = 100 to

arrive at real investment in imported capital goods (IM).  The unit value

indices are collected from the Statistical Abstract of India, published by

the Central Statistical Organisation, New Delhi. Recent five years'

investments have been used to construct the stock of recent investment

in imported capital goods (SRICG), as given below 27.

∑
4

M
it it -s

s=0

SRICG = I

The initial year stock of recent investment in imported capital goods

(SRICG) is estimated using the following procedure.  Let SRICGio  denote

the initial year stock of recently imported capital goods, it can be written

as follows,

 
 
 

∑
s4

IM
i0 i0

s=0

1
SRICG = I

(1+ g)

Where IM
i0I   is the initial year real investment in imported capital

goods and g is the growth rate of real investment in imported capital

goods.  IM
i0I   is approximated using an average of firm's investment in

imported capital goods during the first five years.  An average is taken,

instead of initial year value, because it is likely to be a more representative

27 An earlier study using similar procedure to construct the stock of recent
investment in plant machinery is Hasan (2002).
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indicator of firm's pattern of investment. The growth rate g is

approximated by the growth rate of real capital formation through

imported capital goods.

The share of the recent investment in imported capital stock (SICG)

in the total capital stock is SRICG/C.

Stock of Recent Investment in Domestically Purchased Capital Goods

(SRDCG):  The stock of recent investment in the capital goods purchased

from domestic sources is obtained from the stock of recent investment

in plant and machinery after subtracting the stock of recent investment

in the imported capital goods, as given below.

 4

it it -s it
s=0

SRDCG = I - SRICG∑

Where I is the real investment in plant and machinery.  The initial

year value of SRDCG is estimated using a procedure similar to the

estimation of the initial year SRICG by approximating 'g' by the growth

rate of real investment in plant and machinery in manufacturing.  The

share of the capital stock made up of recent investments in capital goods

purchased from domestic sources in the total capital stock (SDCG) is

defined as SRDCG/C.

Trade Related Knowledge Spillover Stock (SK):  This variable is

constructed on the basis of the conceptual and methodological framework

suggested in Griliches (1992 and 1979). In this, the extent of knowledge

spillovers among industries depends on the economic and technological

distance between them. If technologically similar industries have closer

economic interactions knowledge spillovers among them would be

higher. Following the theoretical literature, we assume that the amount

of knowledge spillovers an Indian industry receives from the same

industry operating in an OECD country increases with the extent of trade

interaction with that country and with the knowledge stock of the foreign
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industry. The available data permit us only to construct an industry level

variable to capture trade related knowledge spillovers.  Hence in what

follows the subscript i denotes the industry. The extent of trade interaction

of ith domestic industry with jth country is measured by its trade intensity

with that country.  It is also assumed that knowledge obtained through

the interaction in the last year affects current year productivity.  Let SKit

be the spillover knowledge stock received by the ith Indian industry from

the same industry operating in fifteen OECD countries, Xit be the total

export of i th Indian industry to fifteen OECD countries, Mit be the total

import of ith industry's products from same countries and Qit is the output

of Indian industry, FKijt is the R&D capital stock of the ith industry in

country j, Xijt denotes export of the ith Indian industry to jth country and

Mijt is the import of i th industry's products from country j.  Now we can

write SKit as follows.

15

j 1=

  
  

  
∑it -1 it -1

it ijt-1 ijt-s
it -1

(X + M )
SK = w FK ,

Q

Where wijt-1 is defined as,

11

11
1

−−

−−
− +

+
=

itit

ijtijt
ijt MX

XM
w

The weighting function wijt  is a measure of extent of trade

interaction of ith Indian industry with jth country28.  It gets a higher value

if the trade interaction through export and import is higher and can be

considered as the probability of obtaining knowledge spillovers through

trade.  Multiplying the weighted sum with trade intensity of the industry

28 Earlier studies using similar procedure to construct R&D spillover stock include
Coe and Helpman (1995), Basant and Fikkert (1996), Coe et al. (1997), Funk
(2000), and Keller (2000).

s = 1,2,3.
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is to adjust for the differences in the trade openness of industries29.  The

various values s takes in the above expression indicate different

assumptions about the lag length in the effect of foreign R&D on domestic

productivity.  It seems reasonable to assume that firms in India get

information about new products or processes through trade interaction

only after these products or processes become to some extent standardised

at least in the developed countries.   Since we do not have any clear idea

about the time lag involved in the process of R&D investment, invention

and innovation, we construct three trade related knowledge spillover

stock that respectively assume one, two and three years lag in the effect

of foreign R&D on domestic productivity.

The foreign R&D capital stocks  (FK) are constructed using the

industry level R&D expenditure data of fifteen OECD countries collected

from Analytical Business Enterprise Research and Development

Database (ANBERD).  The R&D expenditure in this database is reported

in current purchasing power parity (PPP) US$.  The real R&D expenditure

series is constructed using the US R&D deflator obtained from the same

database.  Perpetual inventory method is used to construct foreign R&D

capital stock, assuming a rate of depreciation of 15 percent.  The initial

year R&D stocks are estimated using the procedure that we used to

estimate the initial year R&D stock of the firm with the assumption that

that industry has infinite years of R&D experience. In this, historical

growth rate of R&D expenditure is approximated by the growth rate of

real R&D expenditure during the whole period.  The foreign R&D stocks

are constructed from 1980 onwards and therefore, errors in the initial

year stock estimation can have only a negligible influence on the R & D

stock estimates of the period of study.

29 The need of this adjustment can be explained using the following simple example.
Consider two industries, 1 and 2 and assume that each industry is producing
1000 units of output.  Industry one exports 10 units of output; five units to
country A and five units to country B. Industry two exports 900 units; 450 units
to country A and 450 units to country B.  In this case the value of the weighing
function w

1A
, w

1B
, w

2A
 and w

2B 
are all equal to 0.50.  However, the involvement

of industry two in foreign trade is higher and therefore trade related knowledge
spillovers can have wider (hence higher) effect in the industry two.
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Classification of Industries

Productivity effect of R&D spillovers can vary among sectors,
particularly between technology intensive and low technology industries.

This is also true for other types of technological investments like R&D

because of the intersectoral variation in the factors like technological
complexity and innovation opportunities. Analysis of this aspect needs

classification of industries on the basis of their technological intensity.

However, classifying industries on the basis of their technological
intensity is a quite difficult task because no single objective criterion is

available for this purpose and hence any classification involves some

amount of arbitrariness. Therefore, the present study follows previous
ones while classifying industries into technology intensive and low

technology industries as given in Table 1. The set of technology intensive

industries in the table corresponds to that compiled by two recent studies,
namely Connolly (2003) and Hasan (2002). Connolly and Hasan

respectively compile a set technology intensive products and industries

in a context similar to the present study.

Table 1.  Classification of Industries
Technology Intensive Industries Low Technology Industries
1  Chemicals, excluding drugs Food, Beverages & Tobacco

2 Drugs and Medicine Textiles, Apparel & Leather

3 Non electrical Machinery Wood Products & Furniture

4 Electrical Machinery excl.
Communication equipment Paper, paper products & Printing

5 Radio, TV & Communication
Equipment Petroleum Refineries and Products

6 Office Accounting and
Computing Machinery Rubber & Plastic Products

7 Motor Vehicles Non metallic Mineral Products

8 Other Transport Equipment Basic metals - Iron & Steel

9 Professional goods and
Scientific instruments. Non ferrous Metals

10 Metal Products
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4.    Estimation and Results

Estimation:

We use the semi-parametric methodology of Olley and Pack (1996)

as improved upon by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) to get consistent

estimates of the production function (1) in the presence of endogeneity

of inputs30.  It is briefly explained below. Writing the production function

as,

       (2)

where the error term εit in (1) has been decomposed into two components

ωit + ηit.  ωit  is the firm specific productivity term not accounted by the

explanatory variables and ηit is a pure random error term. The key point

is that ωit is observable to the firm and not to the econometrician and

enters into firm's input demand function, making OLS estimates

inconsistent. In the semi-parametric estimation, it is assumed that firm's

raw material demand function ( , )ω=it t it itm m c  is monotonically

increasing in productivity, conditional on its capital stock. Inverse of the

raw material demand function  it t it itù = ù (m ,c )depends only on the

observable variables cit and mit. Rewriting (2) in the following partially

linear form,

         ,( )φ η= + + + + + + + +it l it e it sdcg it sicg it pk it k it sk it t it it itq b l b e b sdcg b sicg b pk b k b sk m c

 where  0( , ) ( , )φ ω= + + +t it it c it m it t it itm c b b c b m m c         (3)

Estimation is done in two stages. In the first stage, as the error

term in (3) ηit is not correlated with the inputs, all coefficients except bc

0it c it l it m it e it sdcg it sicg it pk it

k it sk it it it

q b b c b l b m b e b sdcg b sicg b pk

b k b sk ω η
= + + + + + + + +

+ + +

30 Semi-parametric estimation method has many advantages over alternative
methods like instrumental variable. Further details on this can be seen in Griliches
and Mairesse (1998).
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and bm are estimated by including  (.)tφ  in the estimation routine31. In

this (.)tφ   is approximated by a third order polynomial with full set of

interactions. It is also allowed to be different in the three sub-periods of

the sample, 1989-90 to 1992-93, 1993-94 to 1996-97, and 1997-98 to

2000-01, corresponding to the three distinct growth phases of Indian

manufacturing industry. Since capital and raw materials enters  (.)tφ  in

two ways, a complete model is used to identify the bc and bm. In the

second stage, ωit is assumed to follow first order Markov process

1[ | ]ω ω ω ξ−= +it it it itE , where   ξit  is the innovation in productivity

over last period's expectation. We use two moment conditions to identify

bc and bm. The moment condition to identify bc, which assumes that cit

does not respond to  ξit , is:

it it it it itE[(î + ç )c ] = E[î c ] = 0                             (4)

The second moment condition to identify bm , which is based on the fact

that last period's raw material choice is uncorrelated with ξit ,

is 32

       (5)

The residuals used in the moment conditions  (4) and (5) are given by:

ξit it it-1 it it-1E[(î + ç )m ] = E[ m ] = 0

*

* *
1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ( )

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ | ]

ξ η

ω ω −

+ = − − − −

− − − − − −
it it it l it e it sdcg it sicg it

pk it k it sk it c it m it it it

b q b l b e b sdcg b sicg

b pk b k b sk b c b m E

31 The production function is also estimated using energy as the proxy and these
estimates are similar to those obtained using raw material as proxy. These
estimates are available from the author.

32 m
it-1 

can identify b
m
 in this moment condition since it is highly correlated with

m
it 
due to e.g. size correlation over time because of irreversibility of in capital

investment and / or persistence in productivity under Markov process.

       (6)
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where the residuals are explicitly expressed as a function of two

parameters* * *
c mb = (b ,b ). The parameters (bl, be, bsdcg, bsicg, bpk, bk,

bsk) are obtained in the first stage of the estimation from (3) and

1[ | ]ω ω −it itE   is estimated by regressing ˆitù on fourth order polynomials

in ˆit -1ù .  ˆitù  and ˆit -1ù  are respectively obtained from (7) and (8) using

the estimates obtained from the first stage and candidate values  for

* *
c m(b ,b ). The candidate values are the OLS estimates of (1).

       (7)

   ˆˆ φ * *
it-1 t-1 c it-1 m it-1ù = (.) - b c - b m (8)

We also use the following six additional moment restrictions to

test the unbiasedness of the estimated coefficients of the choice variables

of the firm, namely c, l, m, e, k and pk.

1[ ] 0ξ − =it itE l , 1[ ] 0ξ − =it itE c , 2[ ] 0ξ − =it itE m , 1[ ] 0ξ − =it itE e ,

1[ ] 0ξ − =it itE pk , 1[ ] 0ξ − =it itE k                                                    (9)

These over-identifying moment restrictions are valid under the

null-hypothesis that the coefficient estimates are unbiased33.  Thus, we

have total eight population moment conditions given by the vector of

expectations:

* *

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ

ˆ ˆ

ω η+ = − − − − − −

− − −
it it it l it e it sdcg it sicg it pk it

k it sk it c it m it

q b l b e b sdcg b sicg b pk

b k b sk b c b m

33 As suggested in Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), we also verified the empirical
validity of the assumption that firms’ rawmaterial demand varies monotonically
with its productivity, given its capital stock, using graphical method and found
that the assumption was valid in all cases. These graphs are reported in the
appendix.
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                 [( ) ]ξ η+it itE itZ

Where Zit is the vector given by

 1 1 2 1 1 1 1{ , , , , , , , }− − − − − − −= it it it it it it it itc m c m l e pk kitZ

Finally, estimates of  (bc, bm) are obtained by minimising the

following GMM criterion function

 ( )28* * *
, , , ,1

ˆ( ) min ( ( ))ξ η
=

= +∑ ∑ ∑T

i t i t i h th i t
Q b b b Z

where i indexes firms, h indexes eight instruments, and T is the

last period firm i is observed.

Since the estimation involves several steps and accounting for the

variances and covariances of estimates at each stage is a quite a difficult

task, estimates have been bootstrapped to draw inference34.  We use

block-bootstrapping method, which treats time series observations on

each firm as an independent and identical draw from the population of

firms.  The size of the bootstrap sample is the number of firms in the

original sample. The number replications is five hundred.  Since the

estimation includes over-identifying moment restrictions, we use

recentred moments in the bootstrap estimation to make sure that bootstrap

samples implement moment conditions that are valid in the original data

set from which it samples (see Horowitz 2001).

Results

The production function estimates are reported in Table 2. The

row P(Q) reports the P-value of the over-identification test under the

34 Bootstrap provides asymptotic refinements for asymptotically pivotal statistics
like the ones in our case.  In addition, the difference between the nominal and
true coverage probabilities of the confidence interval can be reduced using critical
values obtained from the bootstrap distribution (Horowitz 2001).
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Table  2.   Production Function Estimates

All Industries Technology Low Technology
Intensive Intensive

 Industries Industries

l 0.1869* 0.2147* 0.1648*
(0.008) (0.013) (0.009)

e 0.0697* 0.0467* 0.0909*
(0.006) (0.009) (0.008)

sdcg 0.0902* 0.0680 0.1252*
(0.028) (0.054) (0.031)

sicg 0.2040* 0.3821* 0.1378*
(0.047) (0.082) (0.055)

pk 0.0019* 0.0008 0.0019
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

k 0.0026* 0.0032* 0.0005
(0.001) (0.001) 0.001)

sk 0.0421* 0.0740* 0.0461*
(0.006) (0.023) (0.013)

c 0.1648* 0.1409* 0.1755*
(0.012) (0.017) (0.014)

m 0.6043* 0.6231* 0.5787*
(0.011) (0.018) (0.014)

P(Q) 0.274 0.798 0.156

Notes
(1) Bootstrap standard errors of estimates are given in parentheses. Number

of replications is 500.
(2) P(Q) is the P value of over-identification test.
(3) * indicates significant at 5 per cent level implied by the bias corrected

bootstrap confidence  interval.
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null hypothesis that over-identification restrictions are valid. The null

hypothesis is valid if the proxy is conditioning out all the variation in

inputs that are correlated with the unobserved productivity35.  The Table

shows that in all cases the null is accepted at a reasonable level of statistical

significance36.

The estimates for all industries show that rent spillovers through

the purchase of machinery from both domestic and foreign sources are

significant and the productivity effect of imported machinery share is

higher than that purchased from domestic sources. More specifically, a

one per cent increase in the share of machinery purchased from domestic

sources increases output by 0.09 per cent and the corresponding figure

for imported machinery is 0.20 per cent, more than twice the elasticity

of domestic machinery share. The difference between the two is

statistically significant. Sectoral results also show that imported

machinery has grater contribution to output. In technology intensive

industries, only imported machinery share is significant. Whereas, in

low technology industries, elasticities of imported machinery share and

that of domestic machinery share are not significantly different. This

result may be due to   the Indian machinery producing sector's differential

capability in machine production.  It may be able to produce machines,

required by the low technology industries, of same quality as imported

ones. But when it comes to the machinery required by the technology

35 In the presence of endogeneity of inputs, OLS and Fixed Effect (FE) estimates
usually underestimate the coefficient of more fixed input and overestimate that
of more flexible input (see Levinsohn and Petrin 2003). Our comparison of
semi-parametric (SP) estimates with that of OLS and FE shows that in all
industries OLS and FE estimates of capital are less than that of SP respectively
by 24 and 60 per cent.  Similarly OLS and FE estimates of energy coefficients
are larger than that of SP respectively by 6 and 77 per cent. Our simulation
results suggest that this underestimation of capital coefficient and overestimation
energy coefficient by OLS and FE are not random, but systematic. These results
are reported in the appendix.

36 We also estimated the model by including moment restrictions with respect to
lagged values of SK, sicg and sdcg along with other six moment restrictions. It
also validated the over-identifying restrictions.
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intensive industries, it may not have the technological capability to

produce machines of quality equal to that of imported ones, because of

their greater technical sophistication.

The contribution of trade related knowledge spillover (sk) to output
is positive and statistically significant in all cases. The estimates are based

on the spillover knowledge stock constructed using one year lag in the

effect of foreign R&D on domestic productivity. Estimates based on
two and three years lag also gave similar results. The elasticity of

knowledge spillovers is higher in technology intensive industries. This

may be reflecting the greater opportunities of this sector to learn from
the technology leader countries.

Disembodied technology import stock (pk) is significant and

positive in all industries. In the two sub-sectors, though it is positive in

sign, is not significant.  R&D is showing a significant positive contribution

to output in all industries and in technology intensive industries. Earlier

studies examining this issue using firm level data of 1970s and 1980s

period, namely Ferrantino (1992), Raut (1995), Basant and Fikkert (1996)

and Hasan (2002), found no significant effect of firm's R&D on

productivity37.  The present study gives evidence of a positive

contribution of R&D to output in the 1990s.  One possible reason for

this can be that in the liberalised policy regime firms may be investing in

more serious R&D to improve productivity and competitiveness.

One of our objectives is to examine the relationship between

different technology variables with respect to their effect on productivity.

This is analysed by estimating production function containing interaction

of technology variables.  A significant positive interaction term between

two variables, say k and pk, indicates a complementary relationship

between the two in the sense that an increase in one enhances the marginal

37 In Basant and Fikkert (1996), R&D has a significant positive effect only in
estimates without time dummies. Raut (1995) found that intra-industry R&D
spillovers have a significant effect on productivity.
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product of other.  On the other hand, if there exists a substitution

relationship between the two, the interaction term would be insignificant

or even negative if diminishing returns are operating in the technological

investment.  One problem in estimating the production function

containing all the ten interaction variables is the severe multicollinearity

among them, making all the interaction estimates insignificant.  To

overcome this, we group the interaction variables into two sets in such a

way that one set contains only two interactions of a variable and

estimating the production function using only one set at a time.  The

results are presented in Table 3.

The Table shows that interaction between the share of imported

machinery and that of domestically produced machinery is statistically

not significant.  It can, therefore, be concluded that there is no evidence

of a complementary relationship between the two. This evidence

contradicts with the assumption made in some endogenous growth

models that domestic and imported inputs are complements in

production38  (Romer 1994 and Lee 1995).

R&D and trade related knowledge spillovers are showing a

complementary relationship in all industries and low technology

industries. It is suggesting that in-house R&D is facilitating the absorption

of knowledge spillovers. Similarly, the interaction between share of

imported machinery and trade related knowledge spillovers is significant

and positive in all industries and in low technology industries.  This may

be indicating that imported machinery is helping firms to absorb and

utilise foreign knowledge spillovers, implying that the benefits of

imported machinery go beyond its direct contribution.

38 Hasan (2002) using firm level data for the period 1975-76 to 1986-87 found a
complementary relationship between imported machinery and domestically
produced machinery.  He argues that one can expect this result given the India
government’s policy of allowing firms to import capital goods only if it could
be shown that a domestic substitute did not exist.  The liberalised trade policy
regime may have changed relation between imported machinery and domestically
produced machinery.
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0Table 3 Estimates with Technology Interaction Variables

All Industries Technology intensive Low Technology Industries
 Industries

Variables Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2

l 0.1863* 0.1863* 0.2195* 0.2175* 0.1637* 0.1646*
(0.008) (0.008) (0.013) (0.013) (0.009) (0.009)

e 0.0695* 0.0698* 0.0469* 0.0469* 0.0911* 0.0915*
(0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.009) (0.008) (0.008)

sdcg 0.1212* 0.3281 0.1517* 0.0176 0.1061* -0.2424
(0.035) (0.217) (0.074) (1.191) (0.038) (0.328)

sicg -0.4929 0.2393* 0.4992 0.4423* -1.7163 0.1889*
(0.257) (0.056) (1.399) (0.123) (0.758) (0.061)

pk 0.0039* 0.0011* 0.0030 0.0078 0.0023 -0.0082
(0.001) (0.005) (0.002) (0.023) (0.002) (0.010)

k -0.0121 0.0034* -0.0163 0.0050* -0.0324* -0.0011

(0.005) (0.001) (0.018) (0.002) (0.013) (0.002)

cont'd...
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sdcg*sk -0.0316 0.0139 0.0568
(0.031) (0.139) (0.054)

sicg*pk -0.0034 -0.0065 -0.0081
(0.007) (0.012) (0.009)

sicg*k -0.0049 -0.0013 -0.0062
(0.007) (0.011) (0.009)

pk*sk 0.0002 -0.0008 0.0018
(0.001) (0.003) (0.002)

c 0.1634* 0.1636* 0.1409* 0.1418* 0.1771* 0.1761*
(0.011) (0.012) (0.016) (0.018) (0.014) (0.014)

m 0.6058* 0.6055* 0.6231* 0.6222* 0.5769* 0.5781*
(0.011) (0.011) (0.017) (0.018) (0.015) (0.015)

P(Q) 0.208 0.318 0.834 0.818 0.044 0.216

 Notes:  (1)   Bootstrap standard errors of estimates are given in parentheses; number of replications is  500.
     (2)   P(Q) is the P value of over identification test and * indicates significant at 5 per cent level implied by the bias

       corrected bootstrap confidence interval

All Industries Technology intensive             Low  Technology  Industries
 Industries

   Variables Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2
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Another significant result is on the relationship between R&D and

disembodied technology import. The interaction between the two is

significant and negative in all industries and low technology industries. It

is suggesting a substitution relationship between the two.  The relationship

between R&D and technology import is one of the highly discussed issues

in the technology literature in Indian context.  One strand of the literature

has the view that technology import would encourage investment in R&D

in order to adapt and assimilate the imported technology.  Other strand

argues that technology import would act as a substitute for in-house R&D

and discourages it.  Hasan (2002) and Basant and Fikkert (1996) show

that there is no evidence for a complementary or substitution relationship

between the two.  The results of the present study show that the interaction

between the two is negative in all cases and significant in the case of all

industries and in low technology sector. This is suggesting the absence of

complementary relation between the two.

5. Summary and Conclusion

This paper has examined the effect of trade facilitated R&D

spillovers on manufacturing productivity in the context of a developing

country. Conceptually as well as empirically, trade related R&D spillovers

are distinguished into two types, namely rent spillovers and knowledge

spillovers. The first one takes place through the import of capital goods

embodying better technology and the second one though trade facilitated

interaction of domestic producers with products, markets and producers

of technology leader countries. The study also examined the intersectoral

variation in the productivity effect of spillovers and the importance of

firms' investment in R&D, imported technology and plant and machinery

in absorbing spillovers. The study is based on firm level panel data and

an improved estimation framework.

The empirical results show that rent spillovers through imported

machinery are higher than that through machinery purchased from

domestic sources in technology intensive industries. Another important
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result is that trade facilitated knowledge spillovers have significant effect

on productivity and in this case also technology intensive industries are

gaining more than low technology industries. The study, thus, provides

evidence for the existence of intersectoral variation in the productivity

effect of trade related R&D spillovers. The study also shows that imported

machinery and investment in R&D are enhancing the effect on

productivity. This suggests that the benefit of imported machinery go

beyond its direct contribution and also highlights the importance of

developing in-house R&D capability to effectively absorb knowledge

from technology leaders though trade interaction.

M. Parameswaran is Research Associate
at the Centre for Development Studies,
Thiruvananthapuram.  His  research interests
include International Trade, Economic Growth,
Industrial Economics and Applied Econometrics.
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Appendix

A1.  Checking for the monotonicity assumption.

This specification test check for the empirical validity of the

assumption that firm's raw material demand is monotonically increasing

in its productivity, given the level of capital. It is implemented by simply

graphing the smoothed it t it itù = ù (c ,m )   against raw materials and

capital stock. For monotonicity condition to hold, this function should

be increasing in materials, given the level of capital. Since this function

is allowed to be different in three sub-periods of the sample, there are

nine such functions to graph. Therefore to save space, we are reporting

here only the three graphs related to all industries. These graphs, reported

in Figure A1, Figure A2 and Figure A3, show that material consumption

is increasing in productivity, given the level of capital stock.

Figure A1 Productivity (Omega) as a Function of Capital and Materials-

Period 1
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zero.

Figure A.2 Productivity (Omega) as a Function of Capital and
Materials-Period 2

Figure A.3 Productivity (Omega) as a Function of Capital and

Materials- Period 3
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A2. Difference of OLS and Fixed Effect estimates from Semi-
parametric (SP) estimates.

Table A2.1 Difference of OLS and FE Estimates from SP Estimates

Input All Technology Low
Industries Intensive Technology

Industries Sector

Capital β
OLS

-β
SP 

% >0 -0.0399 -0.0435 -0.0226
0.0 0.0 0.0

β
FE

-β
SP 

%>0 -0.0994 -0.0594 -0.1161
0.0 0.0 0.0

Labour β
OLS

-β
SP 

% >0 -0.0083 0.0013 -0.0224
1.0 66.0 0.0

β
FE

-β
SP  

%>0 -0.0018 -0.0911 0.0725
49.2 0.0 99.8

Material β
OLS

-β
SP  

%>0 0.0025 0.0038 0.0088
66.4 59.6 90.4

β
FE

-β
SP  

% >0 0.008 0.0327 -0.0071
71.4 93.6 33.8

Energy β
OLS

-β
SP   

% >0 0.0039 -0.0010 0.0099
92.8 45.0 97.2

β
FE

-β
SP  

% >0 0.0539 0.0755 0.0348
100.0 100.0 99.4

Note:  Where β
OLS 

- β
SP 

 and
 
 β

FE 
- β

SP 
 respectively denote the difference

of OLS and FE estimate form SP estimates. %>0 indicates the
percentage of differences greater than zero in the 500 bootstrap
estimates
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The Table A2.1 reports the difference of OLS and Fixed Effect

estimates from those of SP and the pattern of distribution of these

differences in 500 bootstrap estimates. The distribution is created by

drawing 500 bootstrap samples and estimating the production function

from each sample using OLS, FE and SP methods.  The upper part of

each row gives the difference of OLS or FE estimates from SP and the

lower part shows percentage of differences having value greater than

zero.
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